Implementation Learning Community
19 June 2015
Seminar 2 Readiness for Implementation
Venue – Armagh HSCB, Towerhill Armagh

10.00 Coffee and Registration

10.30 Introductory Remarks re Purpose of Workshop

10.35 Session on Introductions. Participants will have an opportunity to meet each other and share the following information-

Who they are/where they work/experience of implementation/any current implementation project being worked on/techniques and tools that have helped them/issues and challenges they are interested in exploring

11.00 Presentation The use of Implementation Science in the introduction that Meitheal Practice Model by Grainne Sullivan, Senior Manager for Partnership, Prevention & Family Support, An Ghníomhaireacht um Leanaí agus an Teaghlach, Child and Family Agency

11.45 Presentation– Anne Hardy (CYPSP, HSCB) on ‘Implementing Locality Planning model in Northern Ireland’

12.30-12.55 Discussion Space

12.55-1.00 Concluding Remarks

1.00 Lunch- soup and sandwiches